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Disclaimer: Certain details, including 
certain figures and numbers, were 
transformed in advance of this 
analysis.
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Project Overview
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Project Overview

● E-commerce website headquartered in Boston, founded in 2002
● Focus on furniture and home goods
● $25B market cap, $9B+ revenue in 2019
● 16,900+ employees
● 12M+ square feet of warehouse space
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Project Overview

● Fast 2-day shipping offered for some items, similar to Amazon Prime
● Items with fast shipping given boost in search page sorting
● Can’t offer fast shipping on everything, too expensive
● Harder to fast ship large Wayfair household items
● Important to choose right items to offer fast shipping

    vs.
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Project Overview

Goal: assess the impact of fast shipping on demand

Tasks:

1. Estimate average boost in sales due to fast shipping across all items, for a specific 
category, and for a specific item

2. Measure how boost in sales changes as portion of products offered with fast shipping 
changes

3. Identify key product characteristics that make product sales more sensitive to fast 
shipping
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Experiment Design & Data Collection
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Experimental Design

- Controlled experiment: 30% held out
- Use website as if nothing changed
- See all fast shipping flags if available

- Other 70% of users:
- Assign an S-value: proportion of fast shipping flags they were exposed too
- S-value: range from 25% to 75%
- S-value constant for each user for duration of experiment
- When browsing item, randomly determine if flags are shown
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Ship Test Order Counts

● wfsku - internal unique product identifier
● S-value - probability of fast shipping flags being shown
● cartshowshipflag - whether or not fast shipping flags were shown
● Observations:

○ impressioncnt - number of impressions
○ avgsortrank - average sort rank of item in searches (rank 1 = top)
○ pdpcnt - number of clicks on an item
○ numord - number of orders with this item, at svalue and cartshowshipflag
○ qtyord - quantity ordered of this item, at svalue and cartshowshipflag

● General item attributes: review count, average rating, average order weight, and 90 day 
before experiment impression and order counts
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Data
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Data Exploration & Filtering
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Distribution of observed variables
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Data Filtering

1. Minimum number of orders - avoid undefined or extreme sales multipliers
2. Consistent with 90 day pre-experiment order counts - enforce consistent sales as 

July 4th special event occurred during experiment
3. Most popular 50% of items - stakeholders care more about most popular products
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Literature Review
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Causal inference: measuring the 
treatment effect

- Basic variables:
- X: feature => e.g., product attributes, S-value
- Y: response => e.g., sales, quantity orders, impression count
- W: treatment, {0,1} => Fast Shipping
-

- Estimate the average treatment effect:
-
- Key assumptions:

- Unconfoundedness: treatment randomly assigned
- Sufficient overlap: each product have been in both arms of the experiment
- Treating one units does not affect other units
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Evaluating the treatment effect with 
confidence interval

Model Description Advantages Drawbacks

BART 
(Bayesian Additive 
Regression Tree)

Regression tree with prior 
distribution for 
regularization

- Rich inference
- No fine tuning

- Expensive computation: 
sampling methods

Causal Forest - Forest of honest trees
- Honesty: 
  - fit the tree on part of the 
data by minimizing variance
  - evaluate the TE on the 
other part
  

- Robust 
standard error 
and confidence 
intervals

- Computation expensive: cannot 
use CART methods to fit the trees
- Tuning of hyperparameters
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Aggregation-based Approach
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Aggregation-based Approach

One natural way to estimate the average effect of fast-shipping is 
to simply calculate it as aggregation of total sales with 
fast-shipping divided by total sales without fast-shipping.
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Task 1: Average Boost in Sales 
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Results

- 1.25x (25% increase)
- Probably an overestimate. Not taking into account increased 

product exposure due to fast-shipping
- Aggregation over all products, including products with little or 

no sales
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Distribution

Note:

1) Filtering applied here to avoid undefined/extreme sales multiplier value due to noise in sales
2) Min sales threshold with/without fast-shipping = 100 for category, 40 for product
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Task 2: Impact of S-value 
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Naive Baseline Model

Y-axis value omitted per partner’s request

Problem: higher S value causes more exposure (higher sort boost to items)
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Poisson Regression Model

Why: number of orders and quantities sold are skewed & always of type integer

Model total number of orders/quantity of items ordered as Poisson regression on S value

Same issue of higher exposure at higher S value due to sort boost

Number of orders: Quantity of items ordered:

S + 1 → multiplicative increase of
exp(0.0011) ≈ 1.001 in number of orders

S + 1 → multiplicative increase of
exp(0.001) ≈ 1.001 in quantity of items ordered
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Binomial Regression Model

Let Yi = number of orders for item i, Ni = number of impressions for item i.

Yi ~ Binomial(Ni, pi) where pi depends on S value and other item-level attributes

(Hopefully) Solves issue of items receiving higher exposure at higher S values

Should see effect of fast shipping flags
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Binomial Regression Model

S value coefficient is negative, doesn’t make sense? 

Ultimately leading to the conversion rate-based approach.
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Task 3: Product 
Characteristics Sensitive 
to Fast-Shipping
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Distribution of Product Characteristics

- Boost: >=10% increase in sales
- Decrease: >= 10% decrease in sales
- Insensitive: in the middle

3 variables with a significant distribution difference: review count, impression count and price
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Baseline model: 
Interactions between the treatment and 
product characteristics

- One linear regression for each product quantitative feature:
- X: treatment, characteristic, treatment*characteristic
- Y: quantity ordered of a product (the sum over all orders by s-values)
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Variable to evaluate the treatment 
effect

- N1: number of orders with fast shipping
- N0: number without fast shipping
- N*: expected number of orders

Treatment effect variables:

Actual difference: N1 - N0 Rescaled difference: (N1 - N0)/N*

median

30N*: expected number of orders N*: expected number of orders



Tree based models: 
TE on the rescale difference of orders

Comparison of observed and predicted TE with Causal Forest Causal forest predictions
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Tree based models:
TE on the rescale difference of orders

Causal forests predictions compared with product popularity
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N* (popularity)



Limitations of the aggregation based 
approach

1) Does not take into account the sort boost which comes with 
fast-shipping

-
2) Arbitrary threshold to filter products before computing the sales 

multiplier
-

3) Asymmetric treatment: 
- 51%, rather than 50% of customers were shown the fast-shipping flag
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Conversion rate-based Approach
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Conversion rate-based Approach

view the effect of fast-shipping as a composition of the following two 
effects:

1. Better impressioncnt to pdpcnt conversion rate: If loaded onto a 
page, a product is more likely to be clicked to product display detail 
page due to the fast-shipping badge

2. Better pdpcnt to numord/qtyord conversion rate: If product display 
detail page is loaded, a product is more likely to be purchased due to 
the offer of fast-shipping 
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Conversion rate-based Approach

Advantages over the aggregation-based approach:

1) It is in some sense “impression-independent”: 

suppose a product p is loaded t times onto the page. Then without fast shipping it will be sold 
x0*y0*t times; with fast shipping it will be sold x1y1t times. The sales multiplier estimate is 
x1*y1*t/(x0*y0*t)=x1*y1/(x0*y0) independent of the impression count t. 

2) The necessity of filtering is greatly reduced. 

3) The aforementioned 51/49 bias is no longer a concern anymore
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Task 1: Average Boost in Sales 
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Results

- 1.46x (46% increase)
- Estimate only applicable to 

30% of the products.
- The conversion rates of 

these products do not 
decrease with fast-shipping

- 0.85x: averaged across all 
products
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Analysis

With fast shipping:

Many products receives ~40% more exposure(impression count),

But only ~18% more orders.

-> the conversion rate decreases with fast shipping
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Task 2: Impact of S-value 
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Results
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Results

1) both conversion rates without fast-shipping (the 
blue lines) are decreasing as s-value increases. 

This makes sense: as customers find more and more 
products offered with fast-shipping, not having 
“fast-shipping” definitely makes a product less 
appealing to customers.
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Results

2) the conversion rate from impression to product 
display page clicks remains largely unchanged 
with and without fast-shipping as s-value 
increases, contrary to the conversion rates from 
product display page clicks to quantities ordered. 

Interpretation:  the effect of s-value increase has a 
much larger impact on the conversion rate from 
product display page clicks to quantities ordered, 
than the conversion rate from the impression to 
product display page clicks (nearly negligible).
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Results

3) the conversion rate from impression to 
quantities ordered with fast-shipping increases 
as s-value increases. 

As discussed in point 2, we attribute this increase 
largely to the increase of the conversion rate from 
product display page clicks to quantities ordered 
with fast-shipping.
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Task 3: Product 
Characteristics Sensitive 
to Fast-Shipping
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Doubly 
Robust Learning

1. Learn a regression model            , by running a regression of 𝑌 on 
𝑇,𝑋 

2. Run a propensity model            , by running a classification to 
predict 𝑇 from 𝑋.

3. Learn the Treatment effect of              by regressing 

Model which predicts 

                                    → probability of that sample 
receiving the treatment we observed

X_i = Features
W_i = factors that influence treatment
Y = response variables
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Predicted Treatment
Effect with 
confidence interval

1. Regression Model: 
LassoCV

2. Featurizer X: Polynomial 
with degree 3

3. Product filtering : 
ordercount z score> 0 

4. MSE: 0.071
Points within confidence 
interval : 24 %
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Comparison with tree and linear models

24% within ci15% within ci 17% within ci 48



Distribution of 
Predicted 
Treatment Effect
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Error Analysis

Most inaccurate predictions are around products with 
rescaled ordercount z score < 0.3
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Predictions on popular products

Threshold : ordercount z 
score > 0.2
MSE: 0.06
Points within confidence 
interval : 42 %
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Treatment Effect
Coefficients
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● Avgordweight  : 0.006
● Interaction :      0.033

 past rankimpressionweighted rvrate

● Interaction :   0.017
past displaypriceimpressionweighted rvrate



Conclusion
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Conclusion

Aggregation-based approach:

Task 1. 25% increase in sales. 

Task 2. We can expect that order number and 
quantities sold scale linearly as s-value increases. 

Task 3 (for both approaches):  product attributes 
related to the popularity of the product are key 
characteristics that make the product sales more 
sensitive to fast-shipping.

Conversion rate-based approach:

Task 1. 46% more sales for products whose 
conversion rates does not degrade with 
fast-shipping.

Task 2. The effect of fast-shipping has a much 
larger impact on the conversion rate from 
product display page clicks to quantities 
ordered, than the conversion rate from the 
impression to product display page clicks. The 
conversion rate from impression to quantities 
ordered with fast-shipping increases as s-value 
increases.

Task 3: Order weight and ratings have a slight 
contribution to boosting conversion rate, but 
none of those are significant enough
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